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Incorporated Societies Bill - Exposure Draft 
 
 

General Comments 
 
We welcome the Government’s response to the Law Commission’s main recommendation to 
replace the 1908 Act with a new Incorporated Societies Act. 
 
We welcome the clarity that a new Act will bring, especially: 
 

 that societies cannot be established for the financial gain of members; 
 that a society can do all the things that an individual can lawfully do (e.g. enter into 

contracts), subject to their constitutions;  
 how a society must manage disputes between members, and between members and the 

society;  
 the obligations on officers (or board members) to act in good faith, act in the best 

interests of the society and avoid reckless or risky activities; 
 those situations where an officer’s duties of loyalty to a society would come into conflict 

with a competing personal interest; and 
 a society’s annual financial reporting requirements. 
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Our Specific Comments 
 
(1) Purpose of the new act 
 
The purpose of the new Act is set out in clause 3. Overall the Act provides for the incorporation of 
societies for lawful purposes other than financial gain, based on the following principles: 
 

 
 
We support the overall purpose of the Act and its principles. As many societies operate within a 
framework involving local government, we particularly support principle (ii) and would support 
the term ‘Government’ being defined to include local government.  
 
(2) Capacity, powers and validity of actions 
 
Clause 17 provides that incorporated societies have the capacities and powers of a natural 
person. In essence, this means that a society can do all the things that an individual can lawfully 
do (e.g. enter into contracts), subject to their constitutions (and especially their purposes) and 
the principle that they must not be carried on for financial gain.  
 
We support the ‘examples’ of powers given following clause 17 and agree with the approach of 
these being ‘examples’ rather than powers specified in the Act.  
 

 

 
 

Clause 20 provides for persons not to be treated as having knowledge of an incorporated 
society’s constitution merely because it is registered or available for inspection as follows: 
 

 
 

We support the intention to ensure that the common law ultra vires doctrine does not apply so as 
to protect bona fide third parties transacting with a society who may be unaware of restrictions 
imposed by the society’s constitution.   
 
However, as the term ‘person’ is not defined, it arguably also includes members and officers of 
the incorporated society.  We do not believe this to be the intention of section 20 as this would 
yield untenable results, particularly, in relation to section 31 (Procedures in constitution for 
grievances and complaints) and section 50 (Officers to comply with Act and constitution).        
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We suggest that a new subsection is inserted into section 20, clarifying that the term ‘person’ 
does not include members and/or officers of the incorporated society. 

 
 
(3) Society must not operate for financial gain 
 
Clause 21 expands upon the principle that a society must not be carried on for the financial gain 
of any of its members and makes it an offence by an officer of a society to do so (for the most 
serious breaches).  
 
Clause 22 defines “financial gain”. A society must be treated as having a purpose of financial gain 
if: 
 

 

 
 
Clause 22 also usefully lists seven exclusions from the meaning of financial gain (to make it clear 
that these activities do not contravene the financial gain prohibition) as follows:  
 
 

 
 
Because of the importance of the principle that a society must not operate for financial gain, we 
support this being clearly set out in clauses 21 and 22 (together with the clear list of activities 
that are allowed or exclusions).  
 
(4) What a constitution must contain 
 
Every society must have a constitution that complies with section 24: 
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As noted by MBIE, most existing societies already have provisions in their current constitutions 
that comply with 11 of the 13 requirements of clause 24(1). The two usual exceptions are: clause 
24(1)(j), which requires the constitution include rules relating to the resolution of disputes 
between members, and between members and the society; and clause 24(1)(m), which requires 
a society to nominate a not-for-profit entity or class of not-for-profit entity to which any surplus 
assets should be distributed on the liquidation or deregistration of the society.  
 
With regard to disputes between members, and between members and the society, the Exposure 
Draft sets out these requirements in more detail in clauses 31 and 32:  
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Further, minimum requirements are set out in Schedule 2: 
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It might be noted that in our experience while the constitutions of most societies currently 
include provisions for the disciplining of members, they do not include rules relating to the 
resolution of disputes between members themselves or between members and the society. 
 
We welcome the clarity these clause will bring to dispute resolution. 
  
 
(5) Officers’ duties 
 
Clauses 48–55 provide that an officer (i.e. a board member), when exercising powers or 
performing duties, must act in good faith and in what the officer believes to be the best interests 
of the society. The powers must also be exercised for a proper purpose, in accordance with the 
Act and the Constitution of the society and with the care and diligence of a reasonable person (a 
duty of care). An officer must also avoid the activities of the society being carried on in a manner 
likely to create a substantial risk of serious loss. The definition of officer in clause 36 further 
clarifies who owes these duties. 
 
We support these clauses that clarify the role of officers. 
 
However, as many societies are now professionally run (on either a full time or part-time basis), 
we suggest that section 36 and perhaps also sections 48-55 be clarified further (perhaps by way 
of an example or explanatory note) to make it quite clear that the ‘management’ of an 
incorporated society (e.g. the CEO) are also bound by these ‘officer duties’. 
 
(6) Conflict of interest disclosure rules  
 
Clauses 56-65 cover those situations where an officer’s duties of loyalty to a society come into 
conflict with a competing personal interest. There are five situations when a person is considered 
to have an interest: 
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Clause 56 also lists three situations where a person is deemed to be disinterested so as to 
increase legal certainty: 
 

 
 
An officer who is interested in a matter must disclose details of the nature and extent of the 
interest (including any monetary value) to the committee and record this in an ‘interests register’ 
kept by the committee. An officer who is interested in a matter relating to a society: 
 

 
 
Clause 65 provides that the ‘interests register’ must be made available for inspection by officers 
of the society and may (if the constitution allows) be made available to other members of the 
society.  
 
We support these clauses that clarify when conflicts of interest may occur, their disclosure and 
what officers must do in the event of a conflict. 
 
Again, however, as many societies are now professionally run, we ask that these sections be 
clarified further (perhaps by way of an example or explanatory note) to make it quite clear that 
the ‘management’ of an incorporated society (e.g. the CEO) are also bound by these clauses. 
 
 
 
(7) Request for Information 
 
 
Clause 71 of the Bill allows for a member to make a written request for information held by the 
society.  Clause 71(4) sets out a range of reasons why information may be withheld.  However, 
these reasons are not exclusive and the society may refuse for other grounds, whatsoever.   
 
We submit that there is merit for turning this around to provide that there are only specified 
grounds on which a society can refuse to disclose information 
 
 
(8) Financial reporting  
 
Under the current 1908 Act, incorporated societies must lodge annual financial statements with 
the Registrar in their annual returns. There are no accounting standards to govern this reporting. 
Hence, it is largely left to each society to decide when and how to recognise transactions, how to 
measure them, and what to disclose. This means that a wide variety of practices are used, some 
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of which are inconsistent with generally accepted accounting practice.  
 
Clause 83 aims at promoting higher quality and more consistent reporting by requiring all 
societies to prepare financial statements in accordance with accounting standards issued by the 
External Reporting Board (‘XRB’). Societies with annual operating expenditure $2 million or less 
will be able to prepare in accordance with the XRB’s simple format reporting standards for not-
for-profit entities (tiers 3 or 4), while societies with expenditure above tier 3 or 4 reporting will 
be required to prepare in accordance with the more extensive tier 1 or 2 not-for-profit entity 
accounting standards.  
 
We support these clauses that clarify financial reporting requirements. 
 
 
However, Hui E! considers this to be a major compliance burden for small societies and given 
Incorporated Societies get no tax benefit (as do charities and their donors) this creates an 
disincentive to formation of societies and undermines the ease at which a community based legal 
entity can be established in New Zealand.   
 
We acknowledge the merit the introduction of standards will bring but maintain that compliance 
should be based on subjective factors (i.e. membership, assets and income etc).   Imposing 
onerous standards on small Incorporated Societies with low income and few assets is likely to 
create a major burden with no related benefit.  Incorporated Societies such as these will usually 
have a high level of transparency and good understanding of their accounting arrangements and 
would not welcome having to spend already scarce resources on compliance costs.   
 
The ADLSI’s 2011 submission suggested the use of ‘stepped’ compliance. We believe tests similar 
to those used in the Financial Reporting Act could be successfully adopted here.  For example if a 
society has more than 100 members and gross income of more than $100,000 then perhaps that 
should trigger the higher standards of accounting (e.g. accrual accounting) and mandatory 
annual audit obligations.  These obligations could potentially be negated (much in the same way 
as shareholders can cause companies to avoid audit obligations) by members resolving at an 
AGM.  The issue would then become of what proportion of members could avoid the default 
position.   
 
We advocate that accounting and reporting for societies be looked at in a wider context, rather 
than in isolation.  The principles underlying thresholds for full reporting on the basis of being a 
public issuer or having a proportion of overseas ownership for other entities, and the ability of 
privately owned entities no matter what their size to retain confidentiality and not have to 
publicly report, need to be carefully considered for societies. 
 
We suggest that the financial reporting obligations under the bill are ‘stepped’ by member size 
and income, but that there be a provision for these to be negated by an acceptable proportion of 
members (either 75% or perhaps 90% if this is considered to be a special right or obligation) 
voting at an AGM. 
 
 
(9) Sub-Committees  
 
Hui E! has expressed their concern that the bill does not adequately address the ability of 
incorporated societies to form sub-committees and whether it requires the addition of a 
provision that requires a sub-group of the governance to report regularly to the main board.  
 
We do not believe that anything more is required to be added to the Bill as a result Hui E's 
question above.  We are of the view that there is already sufficient flexibility in the Bill to deal 
with sub-committees and their responsibilities, on a case by case basis. 
 
In this context, we note that clause 24(1)(h) of the Bill provides that the constitution of the 
Society must contain rules regarding how the society will control and manage its finances.  
Clause 38(1) of the Bill provides that the operation and affairs of a society must be managed by, 
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or under the direction or supervision of its committee.  Likewise, clause 38(2) provides that the 
committee has all powers necessary for managing and for directing and supervising the 
management of the operation and affairs of the society.    
 
The Bill does not restrict any society from forming sub-committees and indeed seems to 
anticipate that, on a case by case basis, this will be done.  If any sub-committee is formed the 
committee will clearly wish the sub-committee to report back to it (as the committee remains the 
entity primarily liable for any actions of the sub-committee) but the detail around how the 
reporting back is to be conducted should be left for each society in its constitution.  Reporting 
will depend upon the size of the society, the width of the delegation to the committee and the 
purpose to which the society has been incorporated. 
 
We do note that it is quite likely that persons appointed on sub-committees may become officers 
of the society by reason of the width of the definition of "officer" in section 36 of the Bill. Given 
that the members of the sub-committee will have delegated management responsibilities, we are 
of the view that this is appropriate. 
 
 
(10) 15 day appeal period - Clauses 185(1) and 187(1) 
 
We agree with the Hui E! comment that 15 working days is a very short time period to organise 
an appeal to the High Court.  It is very hard for a community organisation to gather material, 
meet, decide to lodge an appeal and lodge it within 15 days.  As such we recommend this time 
period be extended, possibly doubled. 
   
However, we have some difficulty agreeing with Hui E! with regards to a suitable alternative 
appeal process which would sit below the High Court.  We do not believe that the District Court is 
the correct forum to hear appeals relating to an exercise of the Minister's or the Registrar's 
discretion.  Potential solutions could involve establishing a tribunal or commission.  However, we 
doubt whether there are resources to allow this. 
 
We note that in the past there have been very few Registrar decisions and we are not aware of 
any appeals.  The Bill may, however, require the greater exercise of the Registrar's discretion and 
powers.  To date there has been little funding available for the Registrar to exercise powers and 
we would hope that, given the greater Registrar involvement envisaged in the Bill, further 
resources could be made available to the Registrar. 
 
 

--- 
 
These comments have been prepared by the Commercial Law Committee of the Auckland District 
Law Society Incorporated.  Please contact the Secretary to the Committee, Ben Thomson 
(ben.thomson@adls.org.nz) if you have any questions. 
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